Classifying risk factors for dyskinesia in Parkinson's disease.
Currently there is no classification of risk factors applicable to an individual patient with Parkinson's disease for the development of dyskinesia. We conducted literature search to identify and classifying risk factors into groups - (a) intrinsic vs extrinsic and (b) modifiable vs non-modifiable. Younger age, young age of onset and severity of PD are major intrinsic non-modifiable risk factors for dyskinesia, female gender is another factor but not independent of other factors. Genetic expression and plasticity may determine pre-disposition to age of onset of PD and dyskinesia, these are currently non-modifiable factors arising due to an interaction of intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Lower initial body weight and weight loss during the course of the disease increase the risk of dyskinesia. Levodopa dose per kilogram body weight is a more significant risk factor than absolute levodopa dose. Early use of longer acting non-levodopa (i.e. dopamine agonists) medications delays the onset of dyskinesia. Interaction between body weight, levodopa dose and mode and duration of drug delivery is a significant modifiable factor. Dyskinesia in PD arises as a consequence of the interaction of intrinsic versus extrinsic and modifiable versus non-modifiable factors. Identification and manipulation of modifiable factors for an individual patient may reduce the risk and burden of dyskinesia. Adjustment of levodopa dose according to body weight during the course of the disease seems to be a significant modifiable risk factor for dyskinesia.